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He is well-known for his prowess as a public speaker. prowess means ................ .

colleague institution expertise occupation

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His loyalty to his boss was never in doubt. loyalty means .................. .

being faithful being weak being careless being neglect

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He works for the Employment bureau. bureau means ............. .

particular department oustanding skill

diplomatic negotiation formal meeting

3-

1. 2.

3. 4.

He is always friendly to his subordinate officers. subordinate means ................... .

of a lower rank of the same class

 of highest point of different class

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The exercise of patience is essential in diplomatic negotiations. negotiations is closest in meaning

to .................. .

record  function dialogue  purpose

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They would also recognize the widespread use of resources to influence decision outcomes.

outcome means ................. .

proponent outset prospect result

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The development of commitment and personal ties is crucial for the organization's existence.

crucial means ................. .

apparent necessary competent universal

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A close clustering of arrows off to the side of the target would indicate low validity. indicate

means .................. .

refrain show transact fail

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Traditional academic standards of adequecy are applied to both the theory and methods of public

administration. adequecy means ................... .

competency community simplicity sufficiency

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The plan was good, but it was badly executed. execute means .................. .

require perform respect confirm

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He .................. money to political causes that seemed to meet his ideals.

designated pervaded possessed contributed

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Some leaders simply cannot lead unless they occupy the ................. position.

pinnacle sufficient intangible concurrent

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Organizations ....................  their members through communication which is intended to change

their preference for certain outcome.

grant manipulate reject motivate

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The supervisor ................. him to fix the machine.

affected assigned indulged ignored

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In sum, .................... involves the transmission of relevant information.

administration disputation communication distinction

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He ................... under Mr. Morgan for 10 years.

served emulated evoked suppressed

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They are looking for someone with a real sense of ...................... to the job.

application commitment prediction argument

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The relationship between politics and administration should be characterized as ...................

rather than dichotomy.

instructional communication traditional authority

organizational communication institutional interaction

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The manager assessed his chances of success as extremely low. assessed means ........

connected characterized evaluated electorated

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The term ............... is a standard against which a judgment, evaluation or classification can be

made.

tension command target criterion

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A person who tries to reach agreement by discussion is called ................... 

assistant creator foreman negotiator

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A person who is equal to another in abilities and qualifications is called ...................... .

aspect peer cluster staff

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A type of validity which is evaluated by investing what psychological qualities a test measures  is

called .................. .

predictive validity concurrent validity

content validity construct validity

23-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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A measurement quality that demands information gathered are stable and consistent is called

.................... .

reliability adequacy validity legitimacy

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What one must do either because of ones job or because one thinks it right,legal obligation is

called ................... .

poetry utility mystery duty

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He found himself assembling a task force of over 1000 scien+sts in developing the atomic bomb. 

assembling a task force means ....

	)�*+�, -��. ���, ���/0	+1 +�, 2��/3 ��+�* ��.
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26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Such pedagogical approaches tend to ignore the complexities of interaction. pedagogical approach

means .................... .

��/��� :�+ 563�4 �� ;1�<1 ����� ��=��+ ��1�41 ���+�,

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Organizational communication controls by allowing management to clarify duties and assign

authority to various organizational units. assign authority means ............... .

�/�)>?� �//@� 5A/B� C/7?� +�/�D1 E//F� G93 5FH)�

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

For these kinds of validity, performance on a test is associated with some clearly defined criterion.

performance means ..............  .

G�1�. +�6�I1 ;1�<1 ��=JKI

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Multiple justifications of efficiency are available to any professional in the determination of

technical choices.  justifications of efficiency means ................ .
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30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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